DRIVE MORE PROJECTS
DELIVER MORE RAPIDLY
GENERATE MORE SAVINGS

IT Manager
Everyone involved in software development will
tell you: The biggest challenge for businesses is
to keep up with the rapid evolution of
technology.
“Rapidly changing technology & lack of capacity
or expertise to respond to market demand fast
enough means losing market share to me.”

Challenges

Ideal Solution

Desired Outcomes

Technology moves too fast, is costly to maintain.
Many businesses lack the capacity and expertise
to cope with market demands – and complexity
is further enhanced by this rapid evolution.

A service that makes applications “evolutionproofed” when it comes to technology and
speed to market.

A service that can meet market demand with
simple and rapid in-production deployment
using the latest technological advances and
optimizing the use of the cloud and AI.
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A managed service coupled with a virtual
watchdog for your business applications which
enables you to retain control over their rapid
evolution despite the exponential increase in
technological complexity.

Drive More Projects

Deliver More Rapidly

Generate More Savings

Direct access to a cost effective team of experts
available on demand to offset the lack of
expertise or capacity.

Reduced time-to-market of new features by
having an automated and simple monitored
delivery model backed by DevOps experts.

Reduce maintenance, license and development
costs using just-in-time resource allocations.
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+
✓ Drive More Projects with Microsoft
✓ Deliver More Rapidly with VSTS
✓ Generate More Savings with Azure

Drive More Projects with Microsoft

Deliver More Rapidly with VSTS

Generate more Savings with Azure

You are connected to Experts from Emyode and
Microsoft to help you drive more projects faster
by getting access to a complete Microsoft
certified team using a 3-week iteration process.

Our service gives access to insights for DevOps
best practices implementation integrated with
VSTS to deliver your needs in production more
rapidly.

Our service optimizes your Azure costs by
leveraging Cloudyn features and DevOps
automation to modulate capacity based on
actual need.
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AQUATECH’s need for scalable
and evolutive solution for
delivering reports
“ As a company managing critical information for
350 water treatment facilities and producing detailed
reports to government agencies every month, using
Azure to simplify data extraction & analysis, and
Doberman to monitor everything,… this was only a
first step to tremendous transformations. “

Complete failover in the cloud

Capacity on demand

Insights for continuous improvement

The customer went from a tedious disaster
recovery model using taped backup to a
complete failover environment available on
demand in the cloud.

With Azure, the customer can modulate capacity
as needed to accelerate report generation for
peak demand and a complete shutdown when
not used.

Powered by AI, our Doberman portal combined
to Azure and VSTS provides insights on actual
usage to optimize resources allocation.
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Simplify the Evolution of your
Applications with our Doberman
Managed Services
Get a free trial: emyode.com/en/free-consultation/
Call for more information: 1-866-387-2568
Ask a question via email: info@myode.com
Learn more: emyode.com
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